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Abstract

The demand for multilingual dialogue systems
often requires a costly labeling process, where
human translators derive utterances in low re-
source languages from resource rich language
annotation. To this end, we explore leverag-
ing the inductive biases for target languages
learned by numerous pretrained teacher mod-
els by transferring them to student models via
sequence-level knowledge distillation. By as-
suming no target language text, both the teacher
and student models need to learn from the tar-
get distribution in a few/zero-shot manner. On
the MultiATIS++ benchmark, we explore the
effectiveness of our proposed technique to de-
rive the multilingual text for 6 languages, using
only the monolingual English data and the pre-
trained models. We show that training on the
synthetic multilingual generation outputs yields
close performance to training on human anno-
tations in both slot F1 and intent accuracy; the
synthetic text also scores high in naturalness
and correctness based on human evaluation.

1 Introduction

In multilingual dialogue systems, natural language
generation is used to generate utterances in various
languages, using as input semantic frames, which
contain a representation of the user intent together
with relevant information or entities related to said
intent (Tur et al., 2010). Past works that general-
ize dialogue systems to multilingual settings often
made two unrealistic assumptions about the data
availability of any new dialogue domain (Liu et al.,
2019; Xu et al., 2020; Schuster et al., 2019; Chang
et al., 2020, 2022): (1) First assumption is that a
large set of monolingual data has already been an-
notated. (2) Some in-domain text or annotated data
in the target languages are already available for the
purpose of transfer learning. Neither assumption
holds in all cases (Upadhyay et al., 2018).

To overcome these challenges, we utilize
knowledge-grounded pre-training (KGPT) (Chen
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Figure 1: Annotation scenario: Each × represents a labeled
data instance. The goal is to generalize from few-shot human-
labeled instances in one language (left) to large synthetic
multilingual data (right).

et al., 2020) – a pretrained data-to-text generation
model that was shown to be effective in overcom-
ing data scarcity, as the model is capable of rep-
resenting the inductive biases required to encode
structured data such as the slot-value pairs (frames).
In few-shot settings, we can exploit KGPT’s pre-
trained knowledge to obtain in-domain text la-
bels for a large set of unlabeled frame sequences.
These text labels are then converted to multiple lan-
guages with the use of bilingual translation mod-
els as teacher models, as inspired by past works
on sequence-level knowledge distillation (Wang
et al., 2020; Kim and Rush, 2016; Gordon and
Duh, 2019). In this way, we perform zero-shot
cross-lingual transfer for all 6 languages. We use
mBART (Liu et al., 2020) as the multilingual stu-
dent model to acquire stronger bilingual knowledge
from the translation teacher models from Tiede-
mann and Thottingal (2020).

We leverage a two-step distillation process
where we first derive a large synthetic English dia-
logue data from the English seed data, then gener-
alize it to multilingual data by using the bilingual
translation models to produce synthetic text labels.
Finally, we perform rounds of iterative knowledge
distillation following the process of the expectation-
maximization algorithm for further improvements.
This work makes the following contributions:

• We introduce a simple and effective technique
in constructing a synthetic multilingual dia-
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logue corpus using the iterative knowledge
distillation.

• We demonstrate the efficacy of the technique
by showing that its outputs display high natu-
ralness and correctness.

2 Approach Summary

In our setting, we have (1) a seed English dataset S
which consists of k labeled pairs, and (2) the full
set of unlabeled frame sequences U where |U | ≫
k > 0. The goal is to create labeled samples in all
target languages consisting of the frame sequences
(X ) with their corresponding texts (Y).

Monolingual Text Generation. We first obtain
the full synthetic English dataset (XEn,YEn) from
the k labeled pairs and the unlabeled semantic
frame sequences. This is achieved by finetuning
KGPT on the k samples and then labeling each
semantic frame sequence with a corresponding En-
glish utterance.

Multilingual Text Generation. To create multi-
lingual data, we perform the iterative knowledge
distillation (see §3) to derive target language utter-
ance from the source English utterance. Specif-
ically, we update both the bilingual translation
model (teacher) and mBART (student) iteratively
following the expectation-maximization algorithm
via likelihood maximization over parallel data
(X ,Y) and parameters ϕ and θ of the teacher and
student models.

3 The Iterative Distillation Procedure

The iterative distillation procedure alternatively op-
timizes the student and teacher models until conver-
gence. We generate the parallel synthetic data from
pretrained bilingual models pteacher(y|x;ϕ1)1, and
use the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) to
optimize the process (see Figure 2). The intuition is
that while the student model learns from the teacher,
the teacher model also needs to discard some out-
of-domain knowledge by learning from the student
feedback. The iterative procedure alternates be-
tween the teacher model learning some knowledge
from the target distribution, and then the student
model is updated based on the new teacher model.
In this way, both models are improved in training.
As such, we use the following high-level strategy.

1Note that ϕ1 is used to indicate the initial pretrained
model at iteration 1.

E-Step: KL
M-Step: MLE

Teacher Model (En-XX)

Target (XX)

Figure 2: Iterative Knowledge Distillation: Each circle
represents a labeled data instance from the student where M-
step moves the output distribution towards that of the teacher
model’s; and E-step measures the distributional difference
and makes further adjustment towards the target language
domain.

In the E-step (multilingual labeling), we fix the
pstudent and update the posterior distribution:

qt+1 = argminKL(Ŷ∥pstudent(Y|X ; θt)),

Conversely, in the M-step (training), we fix q(Y)
and update θ to maximize the expected log-
likelihood:

θt+1 = argmaxθEqt+1 [log pstudent(Y|X ; θ)],

In what follows we introduce the details of the
E-step and the M-step in our framework.

Expectation Step. The E-step aims to compute
the posterior distribution q(Y) that minimizes the
KL divergence between q(Y) and pstudent(Y|X ).
This step basically brings the teacher model closer
to the target distribution without having seen the
distribution itself. Importantly, we also estimate
the gradient of L(·) w.r.t. teacher model’s pa-
rameter ϕ by applying the REINFORCE algo-
rithm (Williams, 1992) to compute the loss, which
is then weighted by log pstudent(y|x;θt)

pteacher(y|x;ϕ) under the
KL divergence equation. Overall, this constructs a
weighted synthetic training dataset that intuitively
adjusts the outputs to be more in-domain, as the
original teacher model is general-domain.

Maximization Step. In the M-step, we update
the student model to be closer to the teacher
model. To do so, we optimize the parameters
θt+1 with the parameterized posterior distribution
pteacher(Y|X ;ϕt+1) so as to optimize the student
model to generate target language text. We apply
sequence-level knowledge distillation (Kim and
Rush, 2016) and use the targets with maximum
likelihood in the teacher model to train the student
model.
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Semantic frame sequence:
[B-fromloc.city_name] toronto, [B-toloc.city_name] newark, [B-round_trip] one, [I-round_trip] way, [B-depart_date.day_name]
wednesday, [B-depart_time.period_of_day] evening, [B-depart_date.day_name] thursday, [B-depart_time.period_of_day] morn-
ing
English reference: i need a flight from toronto to newark one way leaving wednesday evening or thursday morning
English (En): I need a flight from Toronto to Newark, one way is to leave from Wednesday night or Thursday morning
German (De): Ich brauche einen Flug von Toronto nach Newark in eine Richtung ab Mittwochabend oder Donnerstagmorgen
Spanish (Es): Necesito un vuelo de Toronto a Newark solo ida y salida el miércoles por la noche o el jueves por la mañana
French (Fr): Besoin d’un vol de toronto à newark aller simple partant mercredi soir ou jeudi matin
Chinese (Zh): 需要一种从多伦多到纽瓦克的航班，从星期三晚上或星期四早上离开
Japanese (Ja): 水曜日の夕方または木曜日の朝を出して、トロントからニュアクへの片道のフライトが必要です
Portuguese (Pt): preciso de um voo de toronto para newark só de ida saindo na quarta à noite ou quinta de manhã

Figure 3: Table showing the labeled examples in all seven languages. The upper portion shows the monolingual (English)
semantic frame sequence and utterance pair. The bottom region displays all seven languages.

Quality-Based Text Filtering. To ensure that
only target data with high semantic correctness
quality is used for training, we impose a filter-
ing operation on the generated samples for quality
control. In the process of multilingual labeling,
we assume to only have the access to monolin-
gual (English) frame sequence, and so we rely
on the likelihood score of a pre-trained teacher
model (bilingual MT models) as the quality metric
Qxi(yi) = log pteacher(yi|xi;ϕ). where ϕ denotes
the initial teacher model trained on the original
ground-truth dataset. In practice, we use nuclear
sampling (Holtzman et al., 2019) (which has a re-
sizable beam size) as the heuristic sampling on
pteacher(y|x;ϕt), and then filter out the candidates
which do not satisfy the condition Qx(y) ≥ b,
where b is set to be 0.5 based on our empirical
findings. In this way, we control the quality of
pteacher(y|x;ϕt+1) by manipulating the quality of
its training data.

4 Experimental Settings

Training Configurations For mBART training,
we use the same vocabulary of subword units as Liu
et al. (2020); this vocabulary includes a sentence-
piece model (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) with
250, 000 subword tokens. The mBART model con-
sists of the standard sequence-to-sequence Trans-
former architecture with 6 encoder and 6 de-
coder layers; each layer consists of a 1024-dim
model on 8 heads (∼ 144M parameters altogether).
Our model is trained on 256 Nvidia V100 GPUs
(32GB). The final models are selected based on
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) scores on the valida-
tion set.

Testing Scenarios We evaluate our technique on
the MultiATIS++ corpus (Xu et al., 2020), which

consists of re-annotated ATIS dataset in six ad-
ditional languages: German (De), Spanish (Es),
French (Fr), Chinese (Zh), Japanese (Ja), and Por-
tuguese (Pt). The test sets are based on the released
human-labeled set consisting of 893 instances. Par-
ticularly, we report the results on both intent clas-
sification and slot filling F1 scores for NLU infer-
ence; and evaluate the surface-level overlap with
BLEU-4 for text generation. The reason for this
is so that we could get a sense of the correlation
between text quality and its usefulness for NLU
inference. For our experiments, we assume that
semantic frames corresponding to all target lan-
guages are present. For semantic frame sequence
predictions, we employ Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019)
and train it on the synthetic multilingual corpus
for all targeted language pairs. We adopt several
ways of generating the synthetic corpus (En-XX)
from the English seed data consisting of 50-shot,
100-shot, and all English ATIS data:

MT: The baseline is the direct translation of the
seed English utterances into target language utter-
ance (XX), then training mBERT on the synthetic
data consisting of target language utterance and its
semantic frames.

KGPT+MT: We use KGPT to create the full
synthetic English corpus, then perform MT.

mBART: On top of KGPT+MT, we finetune
mBART on the synthetic En-XX corpus, then cre-
ate (En-XX) via translation.

mBART+EM: Building on top of mBART, we
perform the proposed EM algorithm and allowing
both the bilingual model (teacher) and mBART
(student) to be updated.
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En Fr De Zh Es Ja Pt
NLU (Slot %F-1 Intent %Acc)

50-shot
MT 67.15 72.34 66.61 71.66 63.66 78.54 58.41 74.42 58.83 71.53 70.55 68.83 66.72 75.51
KGPT+MT 70.19 77.28 70.99 75.37 66.73 82.88 61.56 80.65 61.92 76.83 75.22 73.18 70.20 78.22
mBART 72.43 79.32 72.68 79.66 68.27 84.78 66.29 83.21 64.19 77.52 75.61 77.43 72.01 80.33
mBART+EM (Ours) 75.48 82.15 75.37 71.24 71.75 85.34 67.31 84.20 64.88 77.63 76.38 78.72 71.28 80.29
100-shot
MT 65.24 71.73 56.53 72.48 64.62 79.51 63.55 74.48 60.37 72.61 71.47 71.52 68.48 75.41
KGPT+MT 74.37 85.54 65.84 84.17 80.33 83.43 76.32 83.11 63.53 78.54 76.57 79.34 77.63 80.74
mBART 78.52 87.82 66.38 83.43 72.28 85.80 77.81 84.33 67.42 81.37 79.16 80.26 77.13 82.61
mBART+EM (Ours) 82.22 88.14 67.44 83.82 74.29 88.32 77.92 85.32 68.39 81.98 79.89 81.12 77.45 84.50
All
MT 85.15 89.88 70.33 87.42 75.72 91.42 77.72 92.26 72.41 84.35 81.71 83.25 80.35 87.74
mBART 87.42 89.73 81.74 88.33 76.62 92.93 78.73 92.15 74.42 84.63 81.74 83.83 80.62 87.12
mBART+EM (Ours) 88.97 90.10 82.35 90.02 76.93 93.66 79.01 92.89 74.25 84.19 82.55 84.30 80.60 87.28

NLG (BLEU-4)
MT 9.22 7.58 9.71 7.82 8.63 9.33 8.88
Ours (50-shot) 10.37 8.29 10.21 7.67 8.45 9.72 8.23
Ours (100-shot) 11.23 9.38 11.87 9.44 9.90 10.91 9.58
Ours (All) 12.67 10.32 12.43 9.33 9.80 10.99 9.11

Table 1: Benchmark comparison on all seven languages reporting both NLU (slot(%) intent(%)) and NLG
(BLEU-4). KGPT (Chen et al., 2020) is the pretrained data-to-text generation model; and MT refers to the use of
Helsinki bilingual translation model (Tiedemann and Thottingal, 2020).

Model
Spanish (Es) Chinese (Zh)

Naturalness Miss Wrong Naturalness Miss Wrong
Reference 4.00 - - 5.00 - -
MT 3.66 57 24 3.33 28 33
KGPT+MT 3.33 45 22 4.33 24 32
mBART 3.33 37 17 3.33 23 28
Ours 3.66 23 12 4.33 18 21

Table 2: Human Evaluation on the sampled outputs (100
instances) for all models on the 100-shot scenario. Three
annotators were asked to evaluate the Naturalness (0-5), Miss
(i.e. # missed slots), and Wrong (i.e. # hallucinated slots).

5 Results and Analysis

Here we first present two forms of analysis for both
monolingual and multilingual data, then analyze
the synthetic data with human evaluation.

Analysis of Monolingual Data. In table 1, we
first observe that the use of KGPT (KGPT+MT) in
the few-shot settings helps to produce high quality
synthetic English (En) data that allows the mBART
models to achieve decent NLU performance. We
also see that the difference between 50-shot and
100-shot is minor, which we think is highly depen-
dent on the random sampling process of the few-
shot data. The improvement for Ours is slightly
more drastic when all data is used (All), where the
performance (82.22 to 91.97) approaches that of
the system using the real full English data.

Analysis of Multilingual Data. In the multilin-
gual setting, we observe that finetuning mBART
on the translated data (mBART) brings about no-
ticeable improvements generating high quality text

over some language pairs (e.g. En-Fr, En-De); the
improvement is limited for some languages (e.g.
Ja). We attribute this to the cross-lingual similar-
ity that allows some language pairs to obtain more
useful inductive biases than in cases of more dissim-
ilar language pairs. Further, we observe consistent
improvements that mBART+EM has over the base
models, suggesting that the iterative knowledge dis-
tillation process is crucial to draw both the teacher
and student models to the in-domain region. This
can be seen across most languages. As such, we
conclude that the proposed technique does indeed
help to create useful synthetic data, even in zero-
or few-shot cross-lingual settings.

On Generation Quality. In Table 1, we also no-
tice the limited BLEU-4 scores, which means that
the multilingual human annotation has rephrased
the utterance quite drastically different from the
original English text. To examine further, we per-
form human evaluation (See Table 2) on the Span-
ish and Chinese generation outputs based on 100-
shot data, to look for evidence of naturalness and
high fidelity. We observe that the human evaluation
is consistent with that of the intent classification
and slot filling scores, while having high natural-
ness and fidelity as defined by Miss and Wrong.

6 Limitations

We also recognize that the approach gradually loses
its effectiveness as the size of the data increases.
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Moreover, in some language pairs such as Por-
tuguese and Chinese, the improvement with EM
steps remain largely limited. We attribute this to
the linguistic gap across language pairs, which is
the biggest limitation of our approach, since the
approach’s effectiveness hinges upon the proximity
between source-side high resource language (i.e.
English) and the target-side languages. Therefore
we postulate that the approach would be very lim-
ited for extremely low resource languages such as
many of the African languages.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed technique in constructing synthetic multilin-
gual data from few-shot monolingual samples. Sur-
prisingly, training on the synthetic outputs yields
decent performance in terms of slot F1, intent ac-
curacy, and human evaluation. We hope to extend
the work in the future to low resource languages –
applying it to additional tasks beyond NLU such as
coreference resolution.
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